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               The heart of Tuscany to , Siena.



Half a century of success
Founded in 1946 by Erreno Capannoli. 
He opened a first workshop in Siena 
after an important experience about 
steelwork in Terni.
Since then, four different generations 
constantly developed the company 
until nowadays success.



Tradition and Innovation
Being a manufacturing company is a tradition that “Capannoli” 
has preserved through times.
Our goals are to achieve results thanks to the experience 
gained traditional quality and creativity,
aware of working in a forward-looking sector.

Mr. Andrea Capannoli, 
CEO of the company

Thanks to the collaboration 
with the best talented designers, 
Capannoli  achieves excellence 
by combining innovation, 
style and the best quality Made in Italy



we are special because...
Our company is specialized in the
production of accessories and 
furnishings for bathrooms, suc-
cessfully presented in both the 
Italian market   internationally.
A lot of collections with different 
style proposals were created, to 
satisfy all the demands of all ta-
stes and situations, from private

to great hotel chains.
A production of high quality, which 
provides a full range of accessories 
and offers great freedom of colors 
and finishings. Quality is in first 
feature, but also efficiency for the 
service provided.





Since 1946 we have been searching for great quality in all our products.
The first “masks” brass manufactured by Erreno have opened the way to the 
full range of bathroom furnishings, which changed over the years following 
trends and sometimes dictating them.

Design!!



Where you can find us: venue in Tuscany 
and 1200 stores in Italy...

Our production headquarters is in Asciano 
(Siena), only 50 minutes from the city of 
Florence and 120 km from the commercial 
port of Leghorn (Livorno).

Our product is are shown in 1200 corners 
in all the best italian bathroom furnishing 
stores.
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Since 1991, we attend the main 
exhibitions of the sector with our 
own stand both in Italy and Europe

Cersaie - Bologna
Salone del Mobile - Milano
Idéo Bain - Parigi
ISH - Francoforte
Batilux - Monaco

...and around europe!



since 1946 we have been working professionally                  and with great passion until today... 



since 1946 we have been working professionally                  and with great passion until today... 



1. Modern line Our modern accessories line, always innovative and updated with 
new solutions.



2. Classic line Our classic line of accessories, it is perfect to combine
elegance and refined style, always preserving our traditions.



3. Accessories Our wide range of accessories involve shower trays, mirrors, lighting and 
other products. Carefully studied in detail and updated by our designers



Some of our settings:



Product features:

Characteristics Functions Benefits

Constant innovation Wide range of choices Customers find products 
according to their needs

Interior manufacturing 
of the products

Customized products
Customers can ask for 

changes according to get 
the perfect product

Advanced machinery and 
chroming

High quality and long lasting 
products

Private customers and hotels 
buy a product which 
will lasts very long



Some of our key customers: hotels, luxury boats, buildings and houses

Many other 
top hotels

Or other 
nautical 
producers

Big 
buildings 
and houses
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